
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

SCOTT A. KOHLHAAS, THE ALASKAN
INDEPENDENCE PARTY, ROBERT M
BIRD, AND KENNETH P. JACOBUS,

Plaintiffs,

vs. Case No. 3AN-20-09532 CI

STATE OF ALASKA; STATE OF ALASKADIVISION OF ELECTIONS; LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR KEVIN MEYER, in his official
capacity as Supervisor of Elections; and
GAIL FENUMIAI, in her official capacity of
Director of the Division of Elections,

Defendants.

ALASKANS FOR BETTER ELECTIONS,
INC.,

Intervenor.

ORDER RE: ALL PENDING MOTIONS
(Case Motions 5, 7, 8, 12, 14)

I. INTRODUCTION

Atissue in this case is "Ballot Measure 2,” which was a ballot measure that was
passed by Alaska voters in November 2020. The now-passed measure revises Title 15
statutes that gover certain state and federal elections. Generally speaking, whereas the
prior law permitted politcal parties to choose their nominees via primaries and to then
have the general election ballot ist that political party choice, the revised statute states
that primaries shall be open and not controlled by political partes; that the ballot shall list
candidates as being affiiated with whatever party they say they belong to; introduces a
new “ranked-choice" voting method whereby the top four winners in the primary proceed
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to the general election, regardless of party affiliation; and, seeks to make political
contributions more transparent by eliminating “dark money” contributed from undisclosed
sources.

Plaintiffs are a group of Alaskans who seek to have the new law deemed
“unconstitutional on its face,” and to return to the politcal party method. At oral argument
Plaintiffs were very candid in saying that they did not agree with parts of the new election
method and that they think itis an “awful policy.” Specifically, Plaintiffs challenge the open
primary and ranked choice parts of the new law, but Plaintiffs do not challenge the new
law's attempt to preclude "dark money.”

The State of Alaska opposes, and is joined by the group that sponsored the
election ballot measure, “Alaskans for Better Elections, Inc.” The State is officially the
“defendant,” and Alaskans for Better Elections joined the suit as an “intervenor.” In this
Order, for convenience this court refers to the State and intervenor Alaskans for Better
Elections collectively as “Defendants.” As to the meritsof this case, Defendants argue
that Plaintiffs’ policy arguments are just that ~ policy arguments — and that the voters, the.
legislature and the governor set policy, not courts. Defendants argue that Plaintiffs, who
are seeking to have the new law deemed “facially unconstitutional,” have the burden of
proving that unconstitutionality, that this is a heavy burden, and that Plaintiffs have not
met that burden. Defendants argue that Plaintiffs ignore case law from the Alaska

Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court that directly supports Defendants’

position.

The voters passed Ballot Measure 2 in the November 2020 general election.

Plaintifs filed their complaint for declaratory and injunctive relief on December 1, 2020.
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The parties then agreed to a simultaneous briefing schedule, and on April 2, all parties
filed summary judgment motions. On May 17, Plaintiffs filed another summary judgment
motion. The briefing on all these motions raise the same issues, the motions are ripe, and
oral argument was held on July 12. The material facts are not in dispute. For the reasons.
stated below, this court GRANTS the State's and Intervenor's summaryjudgment motions
(case motions #5 and #7), and DENIES Plaintiffs’ motions (motions #8 and #12). To be
clear, this court is DENYING Plaintiffs’ claim for declaratory judgment and Plaintiffs
request for an injunction to stop the new law from being implemented in the 2022
election.’

I. FACTS

The material facts of this case are not in dispute, and can be briefly stated. In
November 2020, Ballot Measure 2 was voted on in Alaska's general election, and passed.
As stated above, Ballot Measure 2 is now the law, and is codified at Title 15 of the Alaska
Statutes. The new law replaces partisan primaries with an open top-four primary for state
legislative, state executive, and federal congressional offices. The new law abolishes

+ There is one additional motion, case motion #14. Thats a July 8 motion to strike filed by Intervenor, andbecameripeonly last Monday, July 19. Inervenor argues that the partes long ago agreed to a simultaneousbriefing schedule, that this court accepted that agreement and made it an order, that the briefing has‘concluded, but that since that deadline Plaintis have filed three additional political commentaries and one.political cartoon. Intervenor argues that Plaintifs have io led anymotionstoaccept these late lings, andthat Plainifs even concede in writing that the recent submissions "are probably not relevant  Infervenorargues that this is justa continuationofPlaintiffs ignoring relevant law and instead “citingfo Wikipedia antvarious news commentators. The State joins Intervenor's motion, and additionally points out that Plasare stil just making policy arguments, not2 legal argument that the new law is unconstitutional on ts face.Piaintis indeed acknowledge al of this in their July 12 and 19 oppositions to Intervenor's motion to strike.Plaintifs instead argue in their July 19opposition that their supplementations are“for the record only" andthat Plaintifs are “totally confident that this Court will be able to sort out the issues and appropriately‘considerthem. This court hereby DENIES Intervenor's moliontosre,forwo reasons. First,lotine partiesmake their record. But perhaps more importantly, that Plantifs continue to rely on “probably not relevant:political commentators and cartoons serves to show the weakness and absence of Plaintie' legalarguments.

But with this said, the record is now closed.
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party primaries, and instead allows any candidate, regardess of political affiation, to file

a declaration of candidacy and to run in the primaries. This means that candidates will no

longer be nominated by politcal parties, but candidates can have the ballot put their

declared political party designation next to their name. The law also establishes ranked-
choice voting for general elections. In ranked-choice voting, voters rank candidates as

their first-, second-, third-, and fourth-choices, and the candidates with the greatest
number of votes advance to the general election regardess of politcal affiation. Finally,

the new law attempts to require more disclosures to political contributions, and to thereby
eliminate “dark money” contributions. Ranked-choice voting is new to Alaska, but various

forms are being used in Maine, New York, in various local elections in other states, and
in Australia, England and Ireland.

No Alaska election has been held since Ballot Measure 2 was passed. Its first use
will come with the 2022 elections. It is for this reason that the parties agreed to a briefing

schedule, so any challenges to the new law could be resolved in time for the 2022 ballots.
tobe printed. And itis also for this reason that this court scheduled oral argumentas soon

as the parties wanted, i.e. on July 12.

Il. APPLICABLE LAW

Plaintiffs and Defendants agree that there are only two provisions in the Alaska
Constitution that are specifically applicable to this election dispute.? The first provision is

Article Il, Section 3. tis quite short, and states in full a follows:

ZPlainifsasorise moregenera freedom of speech” and “Froedom of association” arguments under heFirst and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and Article |, Section 5 of the AlaskaConstitution
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The governor shall be chosen by the qualified votersof the State at2 general election. The candidate receiving the greatest number ofVotes shall be governor.

‘The second provision is Article ll, Section 8, and it states in full that:
The lieutenant govemor shall be nominated in the manner providedby law for nominating candidates for other elective offices. In thegeneral election the votes cast for a candidate for governor shall beconsidered as cast also for the candidate for lieutenant governorrunning jointly with him. The candidate whose name appears on theballot jointly with that of the successful candidate for governor shallbe elected lieutenant governor.

The parties to this case agree that Alaska statewide elections are controlled by
Alaska law, that the “provided by law” language in Article Ill, Section 8 above means

+ "Alaska statutes,” that such statutes can be passed by either the legislature during its
legislative sessions or by the voters via a ballot measure, and that here, the language of
Ballot Measure 2 is now the “provided by law" election method for certain Alaska state
elections.

Numerous cases in Alaska and from the United States Supreme Court give
guidance on who has what burdens of proof for constitutional challenges. Here too, the
parties do not dispute these legal standards. First is that “A party raising a constitutional
challenge to a statute bears the burden of demonstrating the constitutional violation."
"Statutes may be found to be unconstitutional as applied or unconstitutional on their
face." “A presumptionofconstitutionality applies to a challenged statute, and doubts are
resolved in favor of constitutionality.” “Interpretation of a statute begins with its text
“When we engage in statutory construction, we must, whenever possible, ‘interpret each

State Dept. ofRevenue v. Andrade, 23 P.3d 58, 71 (Alaska 2001).State v. Am Civ Liberties Unionof Alaska, 204 P.3d 364, 372 (Alaska 2009)2 Andrade, 23 P.3d at 71.
© CityofKenav. Friendsof Recreation Gir, Inc. 129 P.3 452, 453-59 (Naska 2006).
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partor section of a statute with every other part or section, so as to create a harmonious
whole.”” “We must also presume ‘that the legislature intended every word, sentence, or
provision of a statute to have some purpose, force, and effect, and that no words or
provisions are superfluous.”

The parties in this case also agree that Plaintiffs are making a “facial challenge” to
the consfitutionality of the new law. In other words, no Alaska election has yet been held
since Ballot Measure 2 became law, and thus there are no facts as to whether the election
proceeded smoothly. But where a party makes a “facial challenge,” the burden is quite
high. “A plaintiff can only succeed in a facial challenge by establishing] that no set of
circumstances exists under which the Act would be valid,’ ie, that the law is
unconstitutional in all of its applications.” “In determining whether a law is facially

invalid, we must be careful not to go beyond the statute's facial requirements and
speculate about ‘hypothetical or ‘imaginary’ cases."® “Facial challenges are disfavored
for several reasons. Claims of facial invalidity often rest on speculation." “Facial
challenges threaten to short circuit the democratic process by preventing laws embodying
the will of the people from being implemented in a manner consistent with the
Constitution. We must keep in mind that [a] ruling of unconstitutionality frustrates the
intent of the elected representatives of thepeople. ”'2

*Kolak Island Borough v Exxon Corp, 891 P24 757, 761 (asia 1966) (quoting Rydellv. AnchorageSch. Dist, 864 P.24 526 (Alaska 1993).
MtnStorr Washington Sts FilanPr, 525. ts, 4G8) cigriesStatesv. Salarmo, 481 U.S. 739 (1987).01d. at 449-50 (citing United States v. Raines, 362 U.S. 17, 22 (1960),
IE 338 oto Rogan. Tin, I, 1691. 41,52 (1900) Th ptedissrtptest articulated in State, Div.ofElections.Green PartyofAlaska, 118 P.3d 1054 (Alaska 2008), “Tne courtmust first determine Whether the claimant has in fact asserted a constiutionally protected right. If so wemust then assess the character and magnitude of the asserted injury to the rights” Next we weigh “he
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Also tissue in this case is the summaryjudgment standard. Here, all three parties

filed summary judgment motions. Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) states that

“[ludgment shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, answers to

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that any party is entitled to a judgment as a

matter of law.” Rule 56() in tur states that “fwlhen a motion for summary judgment is

made and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the

mere allegations or denials of the adverse party's pleading, but the adverse party's

response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts

showing that there is a genuine issuefor trial." A court may grant summary judgment “only

when no reasonable person could discem a genuine factual dispute on a material

issue." Here, the parties agree that there are no factual disputes, and thus that the only

question is whether anyof the parties have proven that they are entitled to judgment “as

a matter of law.”

As to case law applicable to the precise election law issues now before this court,

the parties discuss three cases. One is from Alaska, one is from the U.S. Supreme Court,

and one is from the Ninth Circuit Courtof Appeals.

The first case was decided by the Alaska Supreme Court in 2020, and that case

discussed this same Ballot Measure 2. In Meyer v. Alaskans for Better Elections, at

precise Interests put forward by the State as justifications for the burden imposed by ts rule. Finally, wejudge the fit between the challenged legisiation and the state's interests inordertodetermine ‘ihe extent towhich those interests makeit necessaryo burden the plainifs rights." This is a flexible test: as the burdenon constitutionally protected rights becomes more severe, the goverment interest must be more‘compelling and the fit between the challenged legislation and the State's interest must be closer.” GroenPartyof Alaska, 118 P.3d at 1061 (quoting Burdickv. Takushi, 504 U.S. 426,434 (1692).Christensen v. Alaska Sales & Service, In., 335 P.3d 514, 520 (Alaska 2014).“ Meyerv. Alaskans for Better Elections, 465 P.3d 477 (Alaska 2020).
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issue was whether this ballot measure should be allowed to be placed on the 2020 ballot.

Lieutenant Governor Meyer, in his role as administrator of elections,'® had the statutory

duty of determining f the ballot measure was confined to “one subject.” The lieutenant

governor requested legal review by then-attorey general Kevin Clarkson." AG Clarkson

concluded that the ballot measure violated the “one subject” rule, and recommended

certification denial. The lieutenant governor in tum denied certification based on the

attomey general's opinion. '® The ballot measure’s sponsors sued in state court, and the.

superior court assigned to that case found that the initiative did not violate that rule. Lt.

Gov. Meyer and the State (collectively ‘the State”) appealed to the Alaska Supreme

Court. At oral argument before the Supreme Court, the State “conceded that, had the

initiative bill been passed by the legislature, the bill would comply with the one-subject
rule." But the State then asked the Supreme Court to create a new standard: that voter

initiatives should be held to a stricter “one-subject’ test than the “one-subject” law

imposed on the legislature by the Alaska Constitution2 In making that request, the State

acknowledged that it was asking the Supreme Court to overrule its case law going back

to 1974 and1985.2' A unanimous Supreme Court stated that

We agree with the [initiative sponsors] that imposing a stricter
one-subject standard to initiatives than to legislation would run counter
to the [Constitutional] delegates’ intent that the initiative serve as the
people's check on the legislature. Under our system of checks and

1 Seo AS 44.19.0201).
1 Sa AS 15.45.0401) and 16.45.080(1).
7 Meyer, 465 P.3d at 490.
1d, 21 490.91
1d at 492.
2 Compare AS 15.45.040(1) with Article I}, Section 13 of the Alaska Consitution.21d. al 494-95, discussing Gellertv. State, 522 P.24 1120, 1123 (Alaska 1974), and Yuta Air Alaska, nc.v. McAlpine, 698 P.2 1173, 1175 (Alaska 1985).
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balances, when the legislature fails to pass laws the people believe are
needed, the people have the initiative power to create those laws.

.In effect, the State asks us to put our judicial thumb on the
scale to limit the people's constitutional check against legislative
inaction, limiting the people's lawmaking power to only piecemeal
legislation 2

The Court expressly rejected the State's request to essentially ignore the doctrine
of stare decisis and to overrule its 1974 and 1985 holdings. 2 The Court then discussed

the language of what would become Ballot Measure 2:

A plain reading of the initiative shows thatts provisions embrace
the single subject of “election reform and share the nexus of election
administration. All substantive provisions fall under the same subject
matter of elections, seek to institute an election reform process, and, as
the superior court noted, change a single statutory title, Title 15,
Alaska’s Election Code?

The Court stated that it was “up to the people to decide whether the initiative’s
provisions should become law,” and affirmed the superior court's decision to let the ballot
measure appear on the 2020 ballot.% The voters then passed the measure. Itis this same

Ballot Measure 2 that is now at issue in this instant case, albeit now on a new
constitutional challenge.

The second case is a 2008 United States Supreme Court case, Washington State
Grange v. Washington State Republican Party" In 2004, Washington state voters

passed an initiative called 1-872, which requires candidates in the primary to file a
“declaration of candidacy’ form, on which he/she declare[s] his ‘major or minor party

20, at 493.94.
2d, at 494.95
1d, at 495.97.
21d, at 498.
1g, at 499.
# Washinglon State Grange v. Washington State Republican Part, 552 U.S. 442 (2008),
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preference, or independent status.” Under that new law, [a] political party cannot
prevent a candidate who is unaffiliated with, or even repugnant to, the party from
designating it as his party of preference.” In other words, the law creates an “open
primary” process. The names of the two highest vote-getters are then voted on in the
general election, and “[flhus, the general election may pit two candidates with the same.
party preference against one another.” This voter initiative was an effort to cure defects
the U.S. Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit had identified in three earlier cases.?! The
Washington State Republican Party sued, claiming that 1-872 was unconstitutional “on ts
face,” and that ‘the new system violates its associational rights by usurping its right to
nominate its own candidates and by forcing it to associate with candidates it does not
endorse." The Washington State Democratic Central Committee and the Libertarian
Party joined as plaintiffs. The federal district court agreed with the plaintiffs, and held
that 1-872 stil violated the 2000 U.S. Supreme Court holding announced in California
Democratic Party v. Jones. The trial court thus granted the plaintiffs’ motion for an
injunction to stop any future election from applying the new 1-872 process. The Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court. The SupremeCourt granted certiorari. *

Justice Clarence Thomas wrote for a 7-2 majority:

Facial challenges are disfavored for several reasons. Claims of
facial invalidity often rest on speculation... [and] facial challenges
threaten to short circuit the democratic process by preventing laws

2 ld at 447 (cling Wash. Rev. Code §29A.24.030 (Supp. 2005).2g,
2d, at 448.
* ld. at 445-47, discussing Tashjan v. Republican Party of Conn. 479 U.S.208 (1386); CallforiaDemocratic Partyv. Jones, 530 U.S. 567 (2000); and Democratic Partyof Washington v. Reed, 343 F 3a1198 (Sth Cir. 2003).
Sd. at a4.
sid,

id,
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embodying the will of the people from being implemented in a manner
consistent with the Constitution?

The flaw in [the political party's] argument is that, unlike the
California primary, the I-872 primary does not, by its terms, choose
parties’ nominees. The essence of nomination — the choice of a party
representative — does not occur under 1-872. The law never refers to
the candidates as nominees of any party, nor does it treat them as such.
To the contrary, the election regulations specifically provide that the
primary “does not serve to determine the nominees of a political party
but serves to winnow the number of candidates to a final listoftwo for
the general election."

We reject each of these contentions for the same reason: They
all depend, not on any facial requirement of 1-872, but on the possibilty
that voters will be confused as to the meaning of the party-preference
designation. But respondents’ assertion that voters will misinterpret the
party-preference designation is sheer speculation. It depends upon the
belief that voters can be “misled” by party labels. But ‘[o]ur cases reflect
a greater faith in the ability of individual voters to inform themselves
‘about campaign issues."

There is simply no basis to presume that a well-informed
electorate will interpret a candidate's party-preference designation to
mean that the candidate is the party's chosen nominee or
representative or that the party associates with or approves of the
candidate. ®*

We are satisfied that there are a varietyofways in which the
State could implement |-872 that would eliminate any real threat of voter
confusion. And without the specter of widespread voter confusion,
respondents’ arguments about forced association and compelled
speech fall flat2

1d. at 450.
id. at 453,

5. at 454 (citations omitted).
1d. emphasis added).

ld. at 456-57.
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The Supreme Court therefore held that I-872 was facially constitutional, and reversed the

Ninth Circuit #0

The final case is the 2011 case Dudum v. Amtz.#! At issue was the "instant run off

voting” (IRV) law in the city of San Francisco. In 2002, the voters passed a ballot initiative

that adopted IRV. IRV issimilar to ranked-choice voting in that IRV “allows voters to rank,

in order of preference, candidates for a single office." Dudum and five other voters sued

the Director of Elections (Amtz), the City of San Francisco, and the Elections

Commission. Dudum sued in federal court and sought injunctive relief, claiming that the

new law violates the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and the

Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983). Both sides filed cross-motions for summary

judgment, and agreed that there were no disputed facts. The federal district court granted
summary judgment for the City on all claims, and denied Dudum’s motion. Dudum

appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals> The Ninth Circuit discussed at some

length that states and local governments have the right to establish voting methods, that

for at least the last century various systems have been tried, that no system is perfect,

that all systems have pros and cons, but that just because a group of voters may not like

a system does not mean it violates constitutional rights. The Court stated that

Like all electoral systems, including widely-used systems such
as plurality voting and two-round runoff elections, IRV offers a ‘package
of potential advantages and disadvantages.

odaasm
“" Dudum v. Arntz, 640 F.3d 1098 (9° Ci. 2011),
Sid atttozos
“Id. at 1103.
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Unrestricted and restricted IRV systems eliminate the need for a
separate runoff and ordinarily will result in the election of a candidate
with more widespread support than would simple plurality voting 45

..While both IRV systems allow voters toranktheir preferences,
neither system allows voters toreconsider their choices after seeing
which candidates have a chanceofwinning.

Moreover, all voting systems in elections with more than two
candidates can be manipulated through strategic voting. Ina plurality
Voting scheme, a voter might choose a candidate who is not his first-
choice preference, but who he believes has a realistic chance of
winning... The risk of strategic voting exists in IRV but is less severe
than in plurality voting or the first stage of a runoff election: Voters are
more free to vote their true preferences, because they face less of a
threat of having their votes entirely “wasted” on unsuccessful
candidates.”

In actuality, all voters participating ina restricted IRV election are
afforded a single and equal opportunity to express their preferences for
three candidates; voters can use all three preferences,orfewerifthey
choose. Most notably, once the polls close and calculations begin, no
new votes are cast 4

Dudum's contention that restricted IRV threatens to exclude
some voters from voting is therefore incorrect. The contention sidesteps
the basic fact that there is only one roundof voting in restricted IRV.4

... Atits core, Dudum's argument s that some voters are literally
allowed more than one vote (i.e., they may cast votes for their first-,
second-, and third-choice candidates), while others are not. Once
again, Dudum’s contention mischaracterizes the actual operation of
San Francisco's restricted IRV system and so cannot prevail. In fact,
the option to rank multiple preferences is not the same as providing
additional votes, or more heavily-weighted votes, relative to other votes
cast. Each ballot is counted as no more than one vote at each tabulation

“a
2103105 tls in rina.
“Id. at 1107 (talics in origina).

1d. at 1108 (talcs in origina).
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step, whether representing the voters’ first-choice candidate or the
Voters’ second- or third-choice candidate...%

The Court of Appeals stated that “In the end, Dudum is effectively asking the court to

choose between electoral systems,” but that "absent a truly serious burden on voting
rights, itis the job of democratically-elected representatives to weight the pros and cons

of various [election] systems"."*' The Court held that Dudum had failed to meet his burden
of proving such a “serious burden” or that the law was otherwise unconstitutional; the
Court therefore affirmed the trial court's granting of summary judgment to the City.52

IV. APPLICATION OF THE FACTS TO THE LAW

Plaintiffs make several arguments. First, Plaintiffs argue that the entirety of Ballot
Measure 2 should be deemed unconstitutional because its parts are not “severable” from
each other.%* As used in Plaintiffs’ motion, this is essentially another way of framing the.
“one subject” issue. But the “one subject” issue as to Ballot Measure 2 was decided by
our Alaska Supreme Court in Meyer v. Alaskans for Better Elections: That Court

affirmed the trial court's determination that the ballot measure complied with the one.
subject rule, and permitted the ballot measure to be voted on at the general election.
Plaintiffs offer no applicable law for their novel argument that this trial court now has the
authority to ignore the Supreme Court's very clear holding. As Defendants succinctly

stated at oral argument, “that ship has sailed.” But even if not, Plaintiffs’ first argument
must be rejected because this court is finding that Plaintiffs have not met their burden of

dat 1112 (parenthelical statement and italics in original)dat 1107 (brackets in original; citation omitted)5d.at 1116-17.
£ See Plains’ May 17 Joint Opposition, at 8. see also Plainifs' Second Amended Complaint, at 7.# Meyerv. Alaskans forBetter Elections, 465 P.3d 477 (Alaska 2020).# Id, at 498.
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showing that any part of the new law is unconstitutional on its face. This is discussed
next

Plaintiffs’ main argument challenges the new law's “open primary” provision.
Plaintifis want to maintain the prior method whereby the major politcal parties control the
primary election process and, thus, the nomination of that parties’ candidates that make
itonto the general election ballot. As part of this argument, Plaintiffswant to have ballots
show which candidates that party has “nominated,” and not permit a candidate to list
whatever party that individual says he/she “identifies” with. Plaintiffs are candid in saying
they want the party to conirol this process, and that they believe such control guards
against an individual lying about their party affiliation.” Plaintiffs frame this as their right
to “freedom of association.’® They acknowledge that the U.S. Supreme Court in

Washington State Grange specifically held that states have the right to adopt various
election methods, that the “freedom to associate" carries with it the equal right to not
associate, and that political parties do not have the constitutional right to force states to
un the parties’ nominating process.5 Justice Thomas discussed generally that although
political parties have the constitutional right to nominate whomever they want, the parties.
do not have the right to force states to run the primaries in the manner desired by the

parties, iie., by compelling the ballots to list candidates as "nominees." Apparently
recognizing this result, Plaintiffs instead argue that the “freedom of association” right

£ Seo Plaintis’ May 17Joint Opposition, at 7-9.
£ See Plainiifs' Second Amended Complaint, at 2-3, 3; see also May 17 Joint Opposition, at 4-5, 11, 4.& Soe Plants’ Second Amended Compan, at 3, 5. see also Plaintfs’ May 17 Joint Opposition, at 7-6,See Plants May 17 Joint Opposition, at 11, 14-16.© Washington State Grange, 552 US at 453. The Court further held that the plainifs had not met theirburden of proving that |-872 imposed a-severe burden” on the voters, and thusthatno further analysis wasneeded on that issue. Id. at 458. That is the situation here, too
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found in the Alaska Constitution is more protective than that same right in the U.S.

Constitution, and that this court should therefore ignore the holding of Washington

Grange!

There are several flaws in Plaintiffs’ logic. First is the plain language of Article I,

Section 5 of the Alaska Constitution.” Like most provisions in the Alaska and U.S.

Constitution, this section is very brief. It reads in ful:

Sec. 5. Freedom of Speech — Every person may freely speak, write, and
publish on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right.

Simply put, it says nothing about political parties’ right to mandate what words appear

ona ballot. Nor do the two constitutional sections specifically at issue in this case that

do discuss elections (Article 3, Sections 3 and 8). Indeed, Plaintiffs simply never mention
those sections in this respect. And, although Plaintiffs urge at pages 5 through 8 of their

June 1 brief that this court should strictly construe what Plaintiffs, at least, believe was

the intentof the framers of the Alaska Constitution, Plaintiffs ignore the plain language,

above, that the framers adopted. Plaintiffs further ignore the holdings of our Alaska

Supreme Court that, when interpreting a constitutional provision or statute,

“[ilinterpretation of a statute begins with its text,”®* and that “when we engage in

statutory construction, we must, whenever possible, ‘interpret each part or section of a

statute with every other part or section, so as to create a harmonious whole.”

But it appears that Plaintiffs have now abandoned this argument. Although they

initially urged at page 11 and 14oftheir May 17 Joint Oppositionbrief that political parties

SooPlinifs May17JointOpposition at, 14-15,
Sao Plainifs' June 1 Reply to Opposition, at 5-8,
City ofKenai v. FriendsofRecreation Cir, Ic, 129 P.34 452, 456-59 (Alasica 2006).“Kodiak Island Borough v. Exxon Corp. 951 P.3 757, 761 (Alaska 1998) (quoting Rydellv. AnchorageSch. Dist, 864 P.20 526 (Alaska 1993).
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have a constitutional right to have their nominees identified on the ballot, in their oral
argument they conceded that political parties do not have this right 5% Plaintiffs’

concession is appropriate. Plaintiffs initial argument is simply not supported by any
applicable law.

Plaintiffs’ third argument is that Ballot Measure 2's method of choosing the

governor runs afoulof the Alaska Constitution's Article Ill, Section 3, which states that:

The governor shall be chosen by the qualified voters of the State at
a general election. The candidate receiving the greatest number of
votes shall be governor.5

At page three of Plaintiffs’ April 2 brief, Plaintiffs argue that Ballot Measure 2 creates “in

essence, a series of run-off elections,” which Plaintiffs say then violates Article III,

Section 3. But Plaintiffs never quote the new law's language and then compare it to the
constitutional language, above. They simply make this argument in a vacuum. By oral

argument, Plaintiffs seemed to concede that the new law does not do that, although they

still were quite vocal about not liking the new law. But this is far from Plaintiffsmeeting

their heavy burden of proving that the law is “unconstitutional on its face.”
Fourth, Plaintiffs initially seemed to argue that the ranked-choice method is

unconstitutional because it is confusing” As a matter of law, “[a] plaintiff can only
succeed ina facial challenge by ‘establishfing] that no setof circumstances exists under

which the Act would be valid, ie. that the law is unconstitutional in all of its

See Plants’ Second Amended Complain, at 3:7 and Plaintfs May 17Joint Opposition, at 11-14; seealso July 12 Oral Argument, at 3:16 pm.© Soe Plants’ Second Amended Complaint, at 8-3; see also Plaintifs’ April 2 Motion or Partial SummaryJudgment, at 1.5.
See gensrally Plaintifs' May 17 Joint Opposiin, at 17-18
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applications. And as Justice Thomas further wrote, a clearly-worded ranked-choice

ballot is easily achievable:

(itis not difficult to conceive of such a ballot... We are satisfied that
there are a varietyofways in which the State could implement I-872
that would eliminate any real threat of voter confusion. And without
the specter of widespread voter confusion, respondents’arguments
about forced association and compelled speech fall flat.5®

In Plaintiffs’ subsequent briefs and then at oral argument, Plaintiffs acknowledged that
the law is very “straightforward.” In this respect, Plaintiffs initially seemed to argue that

‘the law impermissibly would give some people “multiple” votes but others only “one vote,"

and/or that there would be “successive” rounds of runoffs.’! Again by oral argument,

Plaintiffs acknowledged that there would just be the one primary and the one general

election, and that people could “vote” only once in each of these elections. At oral

argument, this court read from the Ninth Circuit's Dudum decision that explained the

difference in  ranked-choice voting between ‘voting only once’ and ranking

“preferences.” Plaintiffs acknowledged the difference, but suggested that this court
“doesn't have to follow that law. Yet Plaintiffs did not suggest that the Ninth Circuit
holding was legally wrong. This court is following that law, and is not putting its “judicial

thumb” on the voters’ policy decision.”

Finally is Plaintiffs’ argument that Ballot Measure 2's method of pairing the

candidates for governor and lieutenant governor violates Article Ill, Section 8 of the

Washington Stato Grnge, 552 US. at 449 (quoting United States v. Salermo, 481 U.S. 738 (1987).©1d. at 456.57.
7See Plaintifs' April 2 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, at 4.7 See Painiifs' Second Amended Complain, at 6; soe aso Oral Argument, at 2:33 pm. and 317 pm.7 See Oral Argument, at 3:15 p.m.
1d, at 317 pm.

Mayer, 465 P.3d at 494.95
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Alaska Consitution.” Plaintiffs have not, however, pointed to what specific language of
the new law they think is facially unconstitutional. Article Il, Section 8 requires that the
pairing of candidates for goveror and lieutenant govemor be shown on the general
election ballot. It says no more than that It does not prohibit earlier pairing. Plaintiffs
want the paiing to ocour as a resulf of the political parties’ primary election.” Conversely,
the now law requires that the pairing occur before the primary. Under the new law, yes,
the names appear as a pair on the general election ballot, but they also appear as a pair
on the primary ballot. Plaintiffs urge that this violates their freedom of association, but
they fail to explain how.” They say that this may result in candidates from different
parties being forced to run as a “team.” But as explained by Defendants in their briefs
and then seemingly conceded by Plaintiffs at oral argument, here too that is simply not
how the law works. No candidate is being “forced” to team up with another candidate;
rather, they choose, early on. Plaintiffs’ argument of “forced association” fals for another
reason. In the prior law, the winnersofthe "party primary” were listed as a “team on the
general election. They might have litle in common except that they were both in the
same political party. That could lead to a “forced” association and voters then having to
five with that forced pairing. That is no longer the case under the Ballot Measure 2
method: the pairing occurs prior to the primary, is purely the choiceof the candidates,

7 See Paints Apri 2 Motionfo Partial Summary Judgment, at 1-5; see aiso Oral Argument, at 2:33 pn.Tn Aticle Il, Section 8 reads in ful: “The lieutenant governor shall be nominated In the mame provides bylawfor nominating candidatesforotherelective offices. nthegeneral slaction thevotescast for&candicoty{for governor shall be considered as cast aso for the candidate for lisutenant Governor umning font sithim. Th candidate whose name appears on the ballot jointly with thaoffhe successil condiers forgovemorshall beelected liutenant governar- (ali added.)7 See Plaintifs June 1 Reply to Opposition, at 24.7 Soe Plaitifs Apr 2 Motion or Partial Summary Judgment, at; Plant's June 1 Reply to Opposition,218; and Oral Argument at 2:33 p.m.See Plants April 2 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment a, 4; see also Plintfs' June 1 Reply toOpposition, at 2.
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and then the voters know early on who is on what team. As stated above, there is no

provision in the Consiitution that prohibits candidates for govemor and lieutenant
governor from declaring themselves a “team” i the primaries. As a matter of aw, Alaska
has the legal right to continue using the old system or to adopt a new system; that the

voters in November 2020 chose one system over the other does not make the new law

facially unconstitutional.

V.  conctusion
For the reasons stated above, this court hereby GRANTS summary judgment to

defendant State of Alaska, et al., and intervenor, Alaskans for Better Elections, Inc.(case

motions #5 and #7), and DENIES plainif Kohihads, et. als, summary judgment mofions
(#8 and #12). Finally, this court DENIES Intervenor's motion to strike Plaintiffs’ late-filed

submissions, and hereby allows those filings to become part of the record (motion #14).

This resolves all pending motions.

DATEDzh,of July 2021.

A05h \\ 0aGregor
SuperioreQY rt Judge
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